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Chapter 1381: 1381 Counting Charges in Detai 

In a blind angle of the alley, a figure slowly appeared. 

This was a middle-aged man, his bearing extraordinary. It was clear that he was an expert at a glance. 

Ye Yuan did not recognize him either. But this person had been following close to him all along, starting 

from when he entered the Wu Meng Academy. 

This person did not have ill-intentions. Ye Yuan guessed that the other party might have been sent by 

the Myriad Treasure Tower to protect him. 

When Wang Song saw this middle-aged man, his expression could not help changing drastically! 

“T-Teacher Chi! Why ... Why are you here?” 

Wang Song never thought that the Myriad Treasure Tower would actually deploy an Origin Deity 

powerhouse to come and protect Ye Yuan! 

Just what origins did this Ye Yuan have? 

The middle-aged man came to Ye Yuan’s side and gave a self-introduction, “I’m called Chi Fang, a 

teacher of the academy. But I’m very surprised you could actually discover my existence. When did you 

discover it?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Right from the start.” 

Chi Fang concealed himself very well, but how could he hide from Dustless’s eyes and ears? 

Chi Fang’s expression turned stiff when he heard that. He was confident that he concealed his being 

very well, so he did not think that Ye Yuan had long discovered him. 

Now, he finally had some understanding of why Tower Lord made him come and protect Ye Yuan. 

“Alright, leave them to me, you go,” Chi Fang said coolly. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head slightly and said, “Many thanks! I’ll also request Teacher Chi to inform Tower 

Lord, ask him to come forward and mediate this matter. Just say that ... this Ye owes him a favor.” 

Chi Fang’s gaze turned intent, and he said with a nod, “You can rest assured, I’ll definitely pass on the 

message.” 

Wu Meng Academy was naturally the city lord’s Wu Meng Academy. But it was naturally impossible for 

the city lord to manage the academy and the capital city by himself. 

Therefore, the city lord also had many things that needed to rely on these major families. 

Among them, also included the Myriad Treasure Tower. 

Although the Myriad Treasure Tower was an outside force, this force could not be underestimated 

either. 
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In this Wu Meng Academy, there was naturally the Myriad Treasure Tower’s share too. 

“Get lost!” Ye Yuan came in front of Wang Song and said in a cold voice. 

This bunch of trash already delayed a lot of his time. He was very annoyed. 

Wang Song’s expression flickered incessantly. He finally managed to seize this opportunity, did not 

expect that it was actually this result. 

“Mn? Could it be that you still want me to personally take action?” 

Chi Fang’s voice turned grim. The pressure of an Origin Deity Realm instantly spread out, crushing 

everyone until they could not catch their breath. 

Especially Jia Chong, because he was only at the Grotto Profound Realm. How could he withstand such 

pressure? He actually knelt down with a thud. 

He was currently facing Ye Yuan, looking just like he was kneeling down to Ye Yuan. 

Although extremely unwilling, Wang Song still moved half a position away. 

Ye Yuan did not have time to be long-winded with them. His figure moved, directly speeding away. 

The moment Ye Yuan left, Chi Fang’s cultivation realm oppression instantly dissipated into nothing. 

Wang Song’s face fell, and he said, “Teacher Chi, it’s ... against the rules for you to be like this. I will 

report this matter to Uncle Qin!” 

Chi Fang said coolly, “By all means! But ... you should also be grateful that I have this identity of the 

academy’s teacher. Otherwise, you’d already been dead now!” 

Wang Song’s expression turned fearful. Chi Fang’s figure moved and disappeared. 

The dignity of an Origin Deity powerhouse could not be profaned. 

Just based on Wang Song’s this one sentence, Chi Fang already had sufficient reason to kill him. 

Although Wang Song was considered half of the Qin Family’s son-in-law, killing such a person with Chi 

Fang’s identity, it could not stir up much of a wave either. 

However, Chi Fang was still a teacher at the academy. If he made a move against his own student, it 

would be hard to explain. 

At that time, who he offended would not just be the Qin Family, but Wu Meng City Lord! 

... 

Wu Meng plaza was the largest plaza in Wu Meng Capital City. Currently, it was surrounded until water 

could not seep through. 

There was a high platform in the middle of the plaza. The two figures on the platform were very 

conspicuous. 

Ye Yuan divided the crowd and finally managed to squeeze to the front. 



Not seeing for a year, Little Fatty seemed to have become fatter. 

But currently, Little Fatty was dressed in ragged clothing, looking like a beggar. 

On his face and body, whip marks were distinct and clear, deep until the flesh was visible! 

But Xie Jingyi did not mind at all, as he said in a clear voice, “I believe everyone isn’t a stranger to this 

whore. She’s the Qin Family’s young lady, Qin Peiyu, known as demoness! The sins that she has 

committed doesn’t need me to say, I believe everyone would also have heard of it, or even experienced 

it personally before! Everyone is afraid of her identity and doesn’t dare to do anything to her. But Lord 

Fatty, I, don’t believe in heresy. Lord Fatty, I, am going to carry out justice on heaven’s behalf today!” 

“Alright!” 

Xie Jingyi’s words immediately incurred an earth-shaking response. 

Qin Nantian spoiled this daughter terribly, resulting in her becoming infamous as a tyrant in the entire 

capital city. 

It was just that everyone normally dared to get angry, but no one dared to speak. 

Now, with someone bearing the brunt of the attack, their constantly suppressed emotions immediately 

erupted. 

Slap! Slap! Slap! 

Xie Jingyi directly gave a few slaps, arousing a series of applause once more. 

Qin Peiyu’s eyes were spitting fire, and she said in extreme rage, “Damn fatty, you ... you’re dead for 

sure! The things that you’ve done to this young lady today, I’ll definitely repay it a hundred-fold to you!” 

Xie Jingyi looked at her with a smirk and did not say anything. Reaching his hand out, it was another few 

slaps. 

“Speak, what else is there, say it all!” Xie Jingyi said with a laugh. 

With this, Qin Peiyu completely lost her wits to show any temper. She did not dare to say any more 

harsh words and could only glare at Xie Jingyi. 

“Heh, that’s more like it!” 

Xie Jingyi laughed lightly, turned around, and said to the plaza in a clear voice, “50 years ago, this whore 

was eight years old! She snatched the foot in the hands of a child surnamed Rong on the streets and got 

into a conflict with the child, and made people exterminate the entire Rong Family!” 

Slap! Slap! Slap! 

Finished talking, Xie Jingyi casually gave a few slaps. Qin Peiyu’s pretty face swelled up very quickly. 

“47 years ago, this whore gave free rein to her horse on Elegant Water Street and trampled a little girl 

under three years old to death!” 

Slap! Slap! Slap! 



Finished talking, he flung his hand, and it was another few slaps! 

... 

Just like this, Xie Jingyi carefully detailed Qin Peiyu’s these few years of crimes that had utter disregard 

for human life one by one. 

Each time he said finish one, he would throw a few slaps. 

Very soon, Qin Peiyu was slapped into a pig’s head once more! 

At the start, everyone was still hooting and cheering. 

But later on, the expressions on their faces all became rage! 

The crimes that this demoness committed were simply too numerous to be recorded. 

Ye Yuan was also secretly shocked when he heard. At the start, he only thought that this little girl was 

unruly and willful. He did not expect that Qin Peiyu, such a young girl, was actually cruel and cold-

hearted to this extent! 

At the same time, Ye Yuan also viewed Xie Jingyi in a different light. 

This little fatty normally looked very frivolous when doing things. Did not expect that once he took 

something seriously, he actually did it so beautifully and meticulously! 

This one year’s time, Little Fatty practically dug this Qin Peiyu inside out. 

Ye Yuan originally thought that Little Fatty was just acting on impulse. Did not expect that his 

preparations were actually so ample. 

This play today looked reckless, but in reality, it was somewhat refined in its crude ways. 

He made the commotion blow up so big, attracting the attention of everyone in the city. Then listed Qin 

Peiyu’s crimes one by one for everyone to hear. Not only did this make the Qin Family cautious in taking 

action for fear of damages and not dare to act rashly without careful thought, it even occupied the 

commanding ground on morals! 

Even if the Qin Family wanted to make trouble, they also did not dare to talk about Little Fatty’s fault in 

front of so many people’s faces! 
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Chapter 1382: 1382 Stepping Forward Bravely 

 “Kill her!” 

“Kill her!” 

“Execute justice on heaven’s behalf!” 

“Rid the people of a scourge!” 

... 
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For a moment, sentiments ran high. 

Although the strong reigned supreme in the martial arts world, it did not mean that there were no 

constraints of ethics and morality. 

Especially to a large family clan like the Qin Family, they could do many nasty things in private but did 

not dare to put it on the table. 

This slapping of Little Fatty’s today was really done too viciously! 

However, Ye Yuan was rather uneasy in his heart. 

The Qin Family was too quiet! 

Little Fatty caused trouble for the greater part of a day, the Qin Family actually did not have one person 

come forward to refute. 

This indicated that the Qin Family was definitely brewing some big moves. 

Suddenly, a figure dashed out from the crowd and directly landed on the platform. 

Xie Jingyi was startled and hurriedly clutched Qin Peiyu’s life-gate acupoint, protecting his whole 

body[1]. 

He knew that his strength was lacking, his only reliance was Qin Peiyu. 

But, when he saw the arrival clearly, his expression could not help changing drastically as he exclaimed, 

“Third Uncle! You ... Why did you come?” 

“Third Uncle?” 

Seeing that middle-aged man dressed in military attire, Ye Yuan had a foreboding premonition in his 

heart. 

Most likely, the Qin Family’s back-up plan had arrived! 

The middle-aged man’s face fell, and he said with a cold snort, “If I still don’t come, you’ll even poke a 

hole in the sky! Brat, you’ve really become capable!” 

Xie Jingyi’s brows furrowed, and he said, “Third Uncle, I didn’t poke a hole in the sky! Me doing so is just 

because I couldn’t bear the sight of this girl’s actions. It has nothing to do with the family!” 

The middle-aged man gave a cold snort and said, “Tell me, you deliberately ruined the Qin Family’s 

reputation and framed our Xie Family as being disloyal. Just who was it instigated by?” 

Xie Jingyi’s expression changed slightly, and he said, “Does the Qin Family’s reputation still need me to 

go and ruin? Heaven can uphold justice, this whore’s actions and conduct, dying a hundred times isn’t 

even sufficient!” 

The middle-aged man’s face fell, and he said, “Is that so? Then I ask you, you said this whole bunch, is 

there proof?” 



Xie Jingyi’s face turned stiff. The Qin Family’s people did things very cleanly. He really did not catch 

much evidence. 

The things that Qin Peiyu did, he had inquired about them. 

The middle-aged man laughed coldly and said, “If you’re out to condemn someone, you can always 

trump up a charge! Qin Peiyu this lass is a little unruly and willful, but that’s also just the temperament 

of a young lady! Pray tell, among this capital city’s large families, which family’s missus isn’t unruly or 

willful? You put so many crimes onto a little girl, how can you bear it?” 

Brilliant Peace City was one of the top major counties of Wu Meng Capital City. The Xie Family was a 

large family clan of Brilliant Peace City, their strength second only to the Jia Family. 

Such a large family, there were naturally quite a number of people holding appointments in the capital 

city. 

This middle-aged man was Xie Jingyi’s third uncle, Xie Zhaoyun. Presently, he was a high-level 

commander of the city guards, his strength uncommon. 

With his status, coming forward to question his own nephew would not be more appropriate. 

Ye Yuan also did not expect that the Qin Family actually pulled out this major killing tool. Little Fatty was 

probably going to be overwhelmed. 

Sure enough, Xie Zhaoyun’s words made Little Fatty at a loss for words. 

Although he clearly knew that Xie Zhaoyun was turning black into white, without sufficient proof, what 

would he use to refute? 

If it was the Qin Family’s people, he could spit back. 

But this one in front of him was his elder, his third uncle! 

Xie Zhaoyun smiled coldly and said, “Also, what kind of person you are, I’m all too clear! With your 

strength, it’s totally impossible to pass the Wu Meng Academy’s entrance examination! Just how did you 

deceive everybody and become a student, I’m very curious!” 

Talking until here, Xie Zhaoyun let out a sigh again and said sincerely in a grave tone, “Oh Jingyu, I know 

that your nature is pure, you must have been hoodwinked by bad guys, that’s why you would commit 

such a grave error! Alright, this farce ends here! Peiyu this lass is indeed rather overboard when doing 

things normally, you hand her to me, I’ll have Qin Nantian discipline her properly! As for you ... you rest 

assured, with me around, the Qin Family won’t do anything to you.” 

While Xie Jingyi was smart, he had not seen such a grand line-up before in the end. He was very tensed 

up to begin with. 

Now, under Xie Zhaoyun’s systematic guidance, this tightly wound nerve finally slowly loosened up. 

In addition, Xie Zhaoyun was his third uncle, this made him have a natural closeness. 

Gradually, he lowered his guard. 



Right at this time, a cold glint flashed in Xie Zhaoyun’s gaze, and he was about to make a move and 

snatch her. 

A figure floated up and blocked in front of him. 

Although Ye Yuan’s strength was far from Xie Zhaoyun’s, the timing that he appeared was just right, 

which just happened to interrupt the other party’s accumulation of momentum. 

Xie Zhaoyun also did not expect for someone to throw a wrench in the works. In a moment of oversight, 

he almost stifled out internal injuries. 

“Who are you?” Xie Zhaoyun said in a solemn voice. 

Ye Yuan gave him a nonchalant glance and said, “Didn’t you say that there’s someone instigating him 

behind the scenes? That’s me.” 

Xie Zhaoyun’s face fell, and he said in a cold voice, “Sowing discord with my Xie Family and the Qin 

Family’s relationship, just what wicked intentions do you have?!” 

Seeing Ye Yuan appear, Xie Jingyi’s expression was rather complicated. 

Seeing Xie Zhaoyun questioned it at this time, he hurriedly said, “This is my own idea. It has nothing to 

do with Ye Yuan. He doesn’t know anything at all!” 

Xie Zhaoyun smiled coldly and said, “Unrelated? Heh, do you think that I’d believe? I was still wondering, 

with your courage, how could you dare to do this kind of thing! Now, the main culprit finally came out!” 

Ye Yuan patted Xie Jingyi’s shoulder and said with a faint smile, “Carrying out justice on heaven’s behalf 

is a good thing, why are you in a hurry to shake off relations with me? Why? This kind of good thing, 

don’t want to let me have a share?” 

Xie Jingyi opened his mouth but did not know what he should say. 

He purely had blood rush to his head previously and did such an earth-shattering major thing. 

Ye Yuan’s questioning made him step into a dead end, only wanting to prove himself, but did not think 

how to clean up the mess after this matter was done. 

Actually, standing on this platform, Xie Jingyi knew that he got into big trouble. Hence, he did not wish 

to involve Ye Yuan in it. 

This matter was indeed done by him alone, Ye Yuan did not know about it at all. 

He did not expect that this matter finally still startled Ye Yuan. 

Furthermore, what Xie Jingyi did not expect was that Ye Yuan actually took the initiative to come 

forward to admit that this matter was instigated by him at the back! 

The flesh on Xie Jingyi’s face was convulsing, tears already welling up in his eyes. He ... was too touched. 

He understood Ye Yuan’s meaning, Ye Yuan was going to wipe his ass here! 



Except, this matter already became the talk of the town. Ye Yuan was all on his own, so how would he 

clean up this mess for him? 

“Carry out justice on heaven’s behalf? Heh, ignorant child, what qualifications do you have to carry out 

justice on heaven’s behalf? It’s still that sentence, bring out the proof!” Xie Zhaoyun said with a cold 

snort. 

Ye Yuan smiled when he heard that and said, “Finding me for proof, is it? Then I’ll ... show you!” 

“Puhwark!” 

Ye Yuan’s finger already arrived on Qin Peiyu’s forehead, no idea since when. Divine essence spitting, it 

directly destroyed all of Qin Peiyu’s vitality. 

Immediately, the entire Wu Meng Plaza became dead silent! 

Xie Zhaoyun’s eyeballs were almost popping out, looking at this scene in disbelief. 

“You ... You ... You really dared to do it!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1383: 1383 You Probably Can“t Be Human Anymore Today 

Not a single person expected it! 

Other than Ye Yuan, everyone did not expect it! 

Ye Yuan killed her just like this! 

The whole place was quiet for several breaths, their heads not quite able to wrap itself around it. 

Even Little Fatty, Xie Jingyi, was utterly dumbfounded. 

Although this year of investigation shocked and appalled him, the original intention of him doing so was 

also merely expressing an attitude. 

Although he also felt that Qin Peiyu deserved death, he had never thought of really sentencing her to 

death. He just wanted to teach her a lesson. 

With this, Ye Yuan really poked a hole in the sky! 

“Why wouldn’t I dare to do it? Her crimes are sufficient to die a hundred times already,” Ye Yuan said 

coolly as he did not feel that there was anything wrong with his way of doing things. 

“Y-Y-You ... Where’s the proof? Where?!” Xie Zhaoyun suddenly roared. 

“Killed then killed, need what proof?” Ye Yuan shrugged his shoulders and said. 

“W-Well killed!” 

“Well killed!” 

“This demoness deserved death long ago!” 

... 
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The reactions of the onlooking people seemed to be half a beat slower, only coming to a realization at 

this time, calling out tumultuously. 

The crowd was virtually unanimous! 

This Qin Peiyu deserved death! 

Ye Yuan looked at Xie Zhaoyun and said coolly, “You saw it, this is the will of the people! This whore has 

long incurred the wrath of gods and men already!” 

“W-Well killed! This whore’s death isn’t regrettable!” Xie Jingyi suddenly came forward and said in a 

clear voice, “The Qin Family’s people, listen up! This matter started because of me, so whatever means 

there are, feel free to aim at me. Lord Fatty, I, will take it all!” 

Little Fatty’s voice had yet to fade when a terrifying aura locked onto him at once. 

A figure leaped up, raising his hand and smacking a palm over towards him and Ye Yuan. 

This palm could topple mountains and overturn the seas, and actually had the might of heaven and 

earth. 

This person was none other than precisely Qin Nantian! 

“Ye Yuan punk! Today, if I, Qin Nantian, don’t exterminate you, I vow to not be human!” 

How could the palm of an Origin Deity powerhouse be what Ye Yuan and Xie Jingyi, just Grotto Profound 

martial artists, could resist? 

Except, Ye Yuan did not have the intention of resisting at all. He just stood with his hands behind his 

back and said indifferently, “Then you probably ... can’t be human anymore today.” 

Right then, another formidable and unparalleled palm force rushed out from the side. 

Bang! 

The air billows formed by the clash of two mighty Origin Deity powerhouses’ palms directly sent the 

slightly weaker martial artists below the platform flying. 

Qin Nantian’s gaze turned intent, and he said in a cold voice, “Chi Fang, what’s the meaning of this? 

Don’t forget where this place is! Wu Meng Capital City’s affairs aren’t your Myriad Treasure Tower’s turn 

to come and intervene!” 

This person was precisely Chi Fang! 

Chi Fang gave Ye Yuan a glance and had a helpless look too. 

He did not think that this guy was so decisive, killing at the drop of a hat. 

But this kind of situation at present, he was unable to sit by idly and remain indifferent too. He could 

only come forward. 



“Qin Family Head is too serious. The Myriad Treasure Tower under City Lord, His Excellency’s, 

jurisdiction, is similarly a part of Wu Meng Capital City. This point, Chi Fang dare not forget,” Chi Fang 

said neither obsequiously nor haughtily. 

Qin Nantian’s expression turned cold, and he said solemnly, “In that case, your Myriad Treasure Tower is 

going to protect this brat and completely go to war with the Qin Family?” 

Chi Fang smiled and said, “Qin Family Head is truly somewhat irrational when speaking in a violent rage. 

Ye Yuan is my Myriad Treasure Tower’s guest alchemist, and he is also Wu Meng Academy’s student. 

Qin Family Head killing people on the streets is a bit too overboard, right?” 

The moment Chi Fang’s words came out, everyone’s faces visibly changed. 

Even Qin Nantian was secretly alarmed too, his furious state of mind also calming down slightly. 

“What? This young man is actually the Myriad Treasure Tower’s guest alchemist at such a young age?” 

“The Myriad Treasure Tower’s One-star Alchemy Gods are as plentiful as oxen hair. Why would they 

take in such a kid who’s still wet behind his ears to be a guest alchemist?” 

“No wonder this brat is so confident. It turns out that he actually had such a reliance!” 

... 

Everyone all knew that the Myriad Treasure Tower did not lack alchemists! 

Guest alchemists, they absolutely would not casually find a person to make up the numbers, especially a 

One-star Alchemy God. 

In Wu Meng Capital City’s Myriad Treasure Tower, One-star Alchemy Gods were as plentiful as oxen 

hair. Two-star Alchemy Gods were not few as well. 

If Ye Yuan did not have aspects that surpassed people, the Myriad Treasure Tower absolutely would not 

hire him to be a guest alchemist. 

“Chi Fang! You saw it too! This boy killed my daughter under the circumstances where there was 

completely no evidence! Could my Qin Family be so easy to knead? Today, he must die!” Qin Nantian 

said in a cold voice. 

The moment Qin Nantian’s voice faded, another two figures dashed up the platform, surrounding Chi 

Fang three people in the center! 

These three people were actually all Origin Deity Realm mighty experts! 

No matter how powerful Chi Fang was, he was also unable to fight three people alone. 

“Tomorrow morning, the proof will be placed on Commander Zhao’s desk!” 

At this time, a dignified voice suddenly sounded out. 

A figure descended from the sky, causing an uproar. 

“Flying through the air! Could ... Could it be City Lord, His Excellency, descending?” 



“Pooh! Inexperienced fellow, in this Wu Meng Capital City, the ones who can fly are not just City Lord, 

His Excellency, alone!” 

“That’s the Myriad Treasure Tower’s tower lord, Han Tian, a half-step Divine Lord Realm powerhouse!” 

... 

Han Tian looked at Qin Nantian and said, “Family Head Nantian is eager because you cherish your 

daughter, it’s understandable. But your daughter has indeed done quite a number of things that enrage 

both gods and men. It’s just that everybody dared to be indignant, but dare not speak because of the 

Qin Family’s power. Since this matter involves my Myriad Treasure Tower’s guest alchemist, this Han 

can’t sit by idly and remain indifferent either. This matter ... will be handed over to Commander Zhao to 

make a verdict. I wonder what Family Head Nantian’s opinion is?” 

Han Tian’s appearance caught Qin Nantian by surprise. 

What kind of figure was Han Tian? 

That was a figure on the same level as his father, the Qin Family’s Grand Elder! 

One could say that this Wu Meng Capital City, apart from City Lord, His Excellency, it was Han Tian, this 

level of a powerhouse! 

Him coming forward, the weight of his words was completely different. 

Qin Nantian never dreamed that a puny little Ye Yuan could actually make such a big shot come forward 

in person! 

The Qin Family had long investigated Ye Yuan inside out and knew that Ye Yuan did not have any backing 

at all. 

To talk about his greatest reliance, it was probably the Essence Cultivating Pill. 

It was just that, a mere middle-grade Tier 1 divine pill could make Han Tian, this kind of character, come 

forward? 

The Qin Family and Myriad Treasure Tower’s relationship was not considered good, but not considered 

bad either. 

Han Tian actually utterly fell out with the Qin Family for such an insignificant brat, this did not look like a 

good deal no matter what! 

Qin Nantian’s expression was incomparably ugly. Han Tian’s words were already said until like this, what 

could he do? 

The matters in the city naturally needed the City Lord Manor to make a ruling. 

Commander Zhao from Han Tian’s words was called Zhao Yi, the city guards’ head commander. 

Wu Meng City Lord normally did not run things. The matters in the city were normally all handed to 

Zhao Yi to handle. 

Unless it involved Han Tian, this level of a powerhouse, otherwise, it was sufficient for Zhao Yi to handle. 



This matter got into such a mess, it naturally needed a conclusion. Zhao Yi to handle was naturally the 

most suitable. 

“Since Tower Lord Han personally came forward, Nantian naturally dare not say anything! I want to see 

just what proof your Myriad Treasure Tower can take out! If the proof is insufficient, Nantian still has to 

personally put this kid to death!” 

Han Tian said coolly, “If Ye Yuan mistakenly killed a good person, this Han naturally can’t shield him 

either!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1384: 1384 Favor 

Inside a study room in the Myriad Treasure Tower, the atmosphere seemed somewhat oppressive. 

Han Tian took his time to brew immortal tea. 

This process was very long, but he did not speak all along. 

Ye Yuan was not in a hurry either and just silently watched Han Tian just like this. 

Finally, Han Tian brewed a cup of immortal tea and passed in front of Ye Yuan. 

“You, kid, are really shrewd. A favor made the Myriad Treasure Tower and Qin Family turn against each 

other,” Han Tian said with a smile. 

Ye Yuan got up to receive the teacup and similarly smiled and said, “Since Tower Lord made a move, you 

naturally think that Ye Yuan’s favor is worth this price!” 

Han Tian chortled with laughter when he heard that and said, “For a mere Grotto Profound Realm to 

dare speak like this in front of this tower lord, you ... are the first!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Powerhouses also walk over from weaklings step by step. This Ye Yuan has no 

need to look down on himself.” 

Han Tian nodded his head as he smiled and said, “Well said! But, people with the qualifications to say 

these words are not many! I admit that you’re one of them!” 

Ye Yuan laughed and said, “Many thanks for Tower Lord’s praise!” 

What a joke, Xiao Feng took a trip to Jewelhill City and interacted with Ye Yuan for a bit, and touched 

that threshold. 

A puny little middle-stage Grotto Profound could have such magical power. 

If he did not have the qualifications to say these words, who was qualified? 

It was just too bad that his Dao was completely different from Xiao Feng’s. Finding Ye Yuan was no use 

either. 

Otherwise, how could he let go of this opportunity? 
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One had to know that Wu Meng Capital City already had not produced a single Divine Lord Realm 

powerhouse in 100 thousand years! 

Ye Yuan this kid was too fiendish! 

It was just that this point, if Han Tian did not say, it was absolutely impossible for outsiders to know. 

Even if Xiao Feng broke through his realm, no one would believe that his breakthrough had anything to 

do with Ye Yuan either. 

Of course, apart from Han Tian! 

If not for Xiao Feng admitting it personally, he absolutely would not believe it either. 

It was true that the Essence Cultivating Pill’s profits were great, but it was just a middle-grade Tier 1 

divine pill after all. If not because of this point, how could Han Tian possibly make a move? 

“However ... you were still too rash today! Qin Nantian dotes on that lass the most. You doing so, there’s 

no more leeway to turn things around with the Qin Family,” Han Tian said. 

“Huhu, his Qin Family already sentenced me to death. Even if I don’t make a move today, would they let 

me off?” 

Ye Yuan recounted Qin Tian’s attitude. Han Tian was also secretly alarmed when he heard it. 

If it were others, even if the Qin Family really had this kind of attitude, they would also think of ways to 

mitigate it. 

Ye Yuan, on the other hand held this mindset: you are ruthless, I’m even more ruthless than you! 

The moment he made his move, he directly killed Qin Peiyu. 

“But my Myriad Treasure Tower is an outside force in the end. How would you know that me coming 

forward will settle the Qin Family?” Heavenly Dao said rather interestedly. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “It’s precisely because the Myriad Treasure Tower is an outside force. Hence, 

you all understand about keeping out of harm through discretion even more. The Qin Family’s 

scandalous materials, the Myriad Treasure Tower definitely won’t lack any. That girl caused the entire 

capital city to have a foul atmosphere, so how could you guys possibly not have her evidence in your 

hands?” 

Han Tian was really quite surprised this time. He originally thought that Ye Yuan just randomly stumbled 

upon it under impulse. He did not expect that Ye Yuan had long had a well thought out plan! 

That Little Fatty had some intelligence in trivial matters, but compared to Ye Yuan’s level-headedness 

and farsightedness, the gap was too far away! 

Ye Yuan seemed reckless, but in reality, everything was already calculated. 

Especially under this kind of sudden outbreak situation, for Ye Yuan to still be able to maintain such a 

calm head, it was truly hard to come by. 



Han Tian examined his own self in his heart. Even if he was in Ye Yuan’s position, he could not do better 

than him too. 

“Huhu, since that’s the case, how do you plan on returning this favor of mine?” Han Tian said with a 

laugh. 

Ye Yuan thought about it and said, “Wait until after I breakthrough! There is a pill formula that I still 

haven’t comprehended thoroughly. After breaking through, it should be almost there.” 

Han Tian’s eyes lit up, and he said, “The same kind of medicinal pill as the Essence Cultivating Pill?” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head. 

“Heh, you punk, not putting your thoughts on alchemy is simply a waste!” Han Tian said, rather 

excitedly. 

An Essence Cultivating Pill brought such immense profits to the Myriad Treasure Tower. 

Another even higher level medicinal pill, the Myriad Treasure Tower would really make a killing. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “How does Tower Lord know that this Ye doesn’t have achievements in Martial 

Dao?” 

Han Tian could not help choking up when he heard that. 

Honestly, he really did not discern that Ye Yuan had any saving grace in Martial Dao. 

... 

Seeing Ye Yuan, Xie Jingyi had an embarrassed look. 

“Ye Yuan, I ...” 

“Huhu, that whore, I’ve long been pissed off at her! Your play today is to the satisfaction of the masses!” 

Ye Yuan laughed loudly, easing Little Fatty’s embarrassment. 

After this incident, Ye Yuan’s vigilance toward Xie Jingyi was also completely dispelled. 

Little Fatty also did not expect that he would cause such a big problem for Ye Yuan. 

Even more so, he did not expect that Ye Yuan’s backing was actually so strong. 

Although the Myriad Treasure Tower was an outside force, Han Tian’s strength was placed there, 

nobody dared to underestimate him. 

“H-Haha, Lord Fatty, I, have finally done an earth-shattering major thing! Hiss ...” 

When Little Fatty saw Ye Yuan’s attitude, he knew that he did not blame him. 

On the contrary, because of this matter, Ye Yuan already completely accepted him. 

This made a large rock in his chest finally land on the ground. 

It was just that talking pulled at the wounds, hurting until he twitched. 



The leather whip in Qin Peiyu’s hands was a divine artifact. Even when not employing divine essence to 

lash on people’s bodies, the outcome was seeing the flesh with each whip. Furthermore, it was very 

hard to use divine essence to treat. 

Resulting in until now, the injuries on Little Fatty’s body did not improve much either. 

Ye Yuan threw him an exterior-injury medicinal pill and said curiously, “How in the world did you catch 

that girl? How did you get yourself hurt all over?” 

Little Fatty ate the medicinal pill, the whip marks and bruises on his body were currently getting better 

before he briefly recounted the process of him capturing Qin Peiyu. 

It turned out that this fatty had long inquired thoroughly about Qin Peiyu’s travel route and deliberately 

dressed as a defenseless beggar, accidentally bumping into Qin Peiyu. 

Qin Peiyu was surrounded by experts, Little Fatty naturally could not get close. 

But when Qin Peiyu saw that Fatty was round like a meatball, her interest was stoked in an instant, using 

her whip to lash Little Fatty until he rolled around on the ground, like playing a spinning top, looking 

very interesting. 

It was just that Qin Peiyu was entertained, but Fatty suffered. 

A divine artifact lashing on the body was not some fun thing. 

But it was also precisely because of this that that expert relaxed his vigilance. Fatty saw a gap and 

restrained Qin Peiyu with one shot. 

That expert held back for fear of hurting Qin Peiyu. Naturally, the expert did not dare to approach 

either. 

Little Fatty sealed Qin Peiyu’s divine sea before dragging her onto Wu Meng Plaza. 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance. Feeling guilt in his heart, he said with a sigh, “Sigh, why did you do this? This 

matter was my fault, I shouldn’t have made wild guesses. You’ll ... lose your life like this!” 

Little Fatty chuckled and said, “You, Ye Yuan, are clever. I, Little Fatty, am not dumb either! You’re a 

warmhearted person, lending a helping hand when we met by chance! There must be a reason that you 

had some suspicions toward me!” 

Ye Yuan was stunned, not expecting that this guy’s heart was clear. 

Little Fatty suddenly changed his expression again and said very carefully, “Ye Yuan, is it really okay? 

That Qin Nantian left ruthless words before leaving.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “He’s merely giving himself a way out. The things that the Qin Family 

themselves did, he’s even clearer than us! This incident, he can only swallow the broken teeth into his 

stomach!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1385: 1385 Three Years Arranged Battle! 
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 “Sword Tomb second level, one month. I’ll have to trouble Senior Apprentice Brother Zhao.” 

Ye Yuan came to the lobby outside the Sword Tomb and handed Zhao Qin his academy token. 

Zhao Qin looked at Ye Yuan, his gaze filled with a complicated look. 

“Sword Tomb second level, 40 points have to be deducted each time,” Zhao Qin said. 

“Mn, I know. I’ll have to trouble Senior Apprentice Brother Zhao,” Ye Yuan said courteously. 

Zhao Qin nodded his head and helped Ye Yuan deduct the points. 

Ye Yuan received the token and directly entered the Sword Tomb. 

“Heh, Zhao Qin, what’s with your expression? Who’s that kid?” 

At this time, an inner-court disciple entered the lobby. Seeing the strange expression on Zhao Qin’s face, 

he could not resist asking. 

Zhao Qin did a shush hand gesture and lowered his voice to say, “Hush, Ma Zhi, be softer! You don’t 

even recognize him? Are you really someone from our Wu Meng Academy?” 

Ma Chi smiled and said, “A middle-stage Grotto Profound rookie, I know him for what?” 

Zhao Qin said with a disdainful look, “I ask you, who’s the most talked about person in the academy 

these few days?” 

Ma Zhi was stunned, his face immediately revealing a shocked look as he lowered his voice and said, 

“You’re saying that ... he’s Ye Yuan?” 

Zhao Qin said, “Otherwise, who else can he be? Heard that the verdict on Commander Zhao that side 

already came down, judging Ye Yuan as not guilty! He killed the Qin Family’s direct lineage descendant 

without even batting an eyelid. Furthermore, he can even enter the Sword Tomb perfectly safe and 

sound to comprehend the sword now. So what expression ... do you think I should show?” 

Ma Zhi drew a cold breath and said, “It’s a pity. I was in closed-seclusion that day and didn’t feast my 

eyes on it! Qin Peiyu that little fiend, nobody could control her in the entire Wu Meng Capital City. She 

also never dreamed that she bumped into a great fiend’s hands this time!” 

That day, Zhao Qin was present too. 

He originally just went to join in the fun and take a look at how Little Fatty would be abused. 

But he did not expect that Ye Yuan charged out halfway, directly killing Qin Peiyu. 

At that time, his entire person was dumbfounded. He even thought that he saw things wrongly. 

Hearing Ma Zhi mentioned it, Zhao Qin still had lingering fear currently and said, “You aren’t aware, but 

at that time, he just pointed and Qin Peiyu kicked the bucket. He didn’t even bat an eyelid, just like 

killing a chicken! At that time, I even thought that this guy’s head was spoiled. But then, I didn’t expect 

that it actually startled Tower Lord Han Tian to personally come forward.” 



Ma Zhi smiled and said, “This guy’s guts are really fat! But starting from now, Senior Apprentice Brother 

Qin Tian probably won’t let him off, right?’ 

Zhao Qin chuckled and said, “What the hell do you know! Senior Apprentice Brother Qin Tian has long 

clashed with him already. The last time, he said to Ye Yuan’s face that Ye Yuan was already a dead man. 

In the end, Ye Yuan didn’t die, but his biological sister died!” 

Ma Zhi’s face turned stiff, and he said, “There’s still such a thing?” 

Zhao Qin said, “Bluff you for what? They were talking here, I was right beside!” 

Ma Zhi said, “What capabilities does this boy have, to actually be able to startle Tower Lord Han Tian?” 

Zhao Qin said meaningfully, “Heh, the Wu Meng Plaza incident is stirred up too big, resulting in many 

people in the academy to all not pay attention to another matter! Actually, before that, Ye Yuan still did 

another earth-shattering major thing!” 

Zhao Qin recounted the events of Ye Yuan pulling the sword that day, making Ma Zhi’s eyeballs go wide. 

“There ... There’s still such a thing?” Ma Zhi said with a disbelieving look. 

Zhao Qin had a smug look and was just about to show off when another person entered the lobby. 

“Ye Yuan went in?” Qin Shao asked. 

Zhao Qin’s face became stifled, and he said with a nod, “Yes, just went in.” 

Qin Shao’s expression turned sullen. Passing the token to Zhao Qin, he said in a solemn voice, “Sword 

Tomb second level, one month!” 

... 

When Qin Shao entered the Sword Tomb, he discovered that Ye Yuan already entered the second level. 

The second level’s number of people around were clearly more than the first level’s. 

But Qin Shao still recognized Ye Yuan with one glance, because he was too conspicuous in the land of 

sword burials. 

Ye Yuan was using that kind of self-mutilating method to cultivate again. 

The second level’s difficulty was much greater than the first level. 

Qin Shao only used three tries of points to clear the first level, which was also three months. 

But the second level, he already trained for almost a year and was still unable to succeed in getting 

through. 

Each level, the deeper one went, the more powerful the sword intent. 

Want to succeed in clearing it, there had to be a gradual process in a proper sequence. 

Of course, Ye Yuan was completely an exception. 

Clearing rounds in the Sword Tomb had nothing to do with strength. It was just looking at concept! 



The more profound the comprehension toward Sword Dao laws, the more thorough when clearing the 

levels. 

Of course, if one’s strength was powerful, by relying on powerful strength, one could similarly get 

through. 

With Qin Shao’s strength, if forcefully clearing, clearing the third level was no issue. 

But he wanted to comprehend Sword Dao laws, that was why he intentionally slowed down and 

increased law comprehensions. 

This Sword Tomb, each level had countless Sword Dao law fragments. How much one could comprehend 

depended on their own comprehension ability. 

As for Ye Yuan like this, according to strength, it was impossible to get through the first level. 

Yet, he passed. 

Furthermore, it was clearing with a very bizarre method. 

Now, this guy was self-mutilating again. 

It was just that Ye Yuan’s method, no one could do it at all. 

Once they loosened up somewhat, they would be shredded into pieces by the all-pervasive Sword Dao 

laws! 

Qin Shao’s face fell, and he entered the Sword Tomb. 

A month later, when Ye Yuan dragged his injury-laden body and walked out, he discovered that Qin Shao 

was already waiting for him. 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said, “If you’re here to say fierce words to me, don’t waste your breath.” 

Qin Shao said, “Qin Peiyu’s crimes deserved death. She isn’t worthy of me saying fierce words.” 

Qin Shao’s words made Ye Yuan feel rather surprised, and he said, “She was your younger sister, you’re 

also a bit too cold-blooded, right?” 

Qin Shao said coldly, “In large families, how is there the warm-heartedness you speak of? Since young, 

she has never regarded me as an elder brother.” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze flickered, Qin Shao’s words were said lightly, but there were probably quite a few 

undisclosed stories behind it! 

“Then what are you specifically waiting for me for?” Ye Yuan said curiously. 

“I want to carry out a life-and-death battle with you!” 

When he said this, Qin Shao’s words carried some agitation. 

Ye Yuan’s brows raised up, and he said with a cold smile, “You said that her crimes deserve death just 

now?” 



Qin Shao seemed to have long expected Ye Yuan’s attitude and said, “After that day, the family head 

came to find me. He proposed it, making me arrange a battle with you! Because only this way can kill 

you!” 

Within the academy, they advocated competition. But they forbade students from killing each other in 

private. 

But life-and-death battles were the only avenue to settle things. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Heh, it looks like you’re merely a tool in the eyes of the Qin Family’s people! 

Your talent is so good, you’re willing to be reduced to a tool?” 

Qin Shao’s face fell slightly, and he said, “I have no choice! Furthermore ... I long to have a fight with 

you!” 

Qin Shao paused for a bit and said again, “Furthermore, I know that you’ll definitely agree! Because your 

growth can’t avoid me!” 

Ye Yuan gave Qin Shao a glance rather surprisedly and said, “You’re different from the rest of the Qin 

Family! Fine, I promise you. But ... I’m not your match right now. Give me three year’s time, you and I 

will have a fight!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1386: 1386 Each Preparing for Battle! 

In the Qin Family’s hall, Qin Nantian father and son were seated on the right-hand side, Qin Shao 

standing on the left. 

“How was it? Did he agree?” Qin Nantian asked in a solemn voice. 

He did not have much courteousness towards this branch nephew who obtained the Golden Sword 

Token. 

The high and mighty attitude was clear at a glance. 

Qin Nantian could not be blamed either. The Qin Family’s geniuses were seriously too many! 

Especially under the cover of Qin Tian’s light, Qin Shao’s achievements were not so dazzling. 

“He and I made a three years agreement!” Qin Shao said. 

Qin Nantian was first a little surprised, then furrowed his brows and said unhappily, “Why is it three 

years? In three years’ time, the variables are too great!” 

Qin Shao was unhappy in his heart, but in front of Qin Nantian, he still did not dare to be insolent and 

could only patiently say: “Agreeing to a life-and-death battle must be of both parties’ own accord! He is 

currently only middle-stage Grotto Profound. Immediately undergoing a life-and-death battle can only 

be delivering himself to death. He won’t agree to it.” 

Qin Nantian frowned and said, “Three years ... Could it be that his strength is able to advance by leaps 

and bounds in these three years and reach an extent where he can contend with you?” 
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Qin Shao’s strength, he was very clear. It was rare to have rivals among those in the same generation! 

Ye Yuan’s performance, they had also all learned about it. In combat strength, he was absolutely far 

inferior to Qin Shao. 

Qin Shao was two minor realms higher than him. Furthermore, his concepts comprehensions were 

extremely high. 

This was virtually an insurmountable gap in Deity Realm. 

Three years’ time was merely a snap of a finger to Deity Realm powerhouses. What could Ye Yuan do? 

Qin Shao thought about it and said, “I guess that he should be comprehending a kind of martial 

technique. He’s confident in successfully comprehending it within three years, this should be his 

reliance!” 

Qin Nantian fell into contemplation. Suddenly, he said, “Then, do you have assurance in killing him after 

three years?” 

Qin Shao said with a firm gaze, “Family Head, rest assured. These three years, Qin Shao will definitely go 

all out and assault the Sword Tomb’s fourth level! After three years, I’ll definitely cut him down beneath 

my sword!” 

Qin Nantian nodded his head and said to Qin Shao, “Good. If you need any resources in these three 

years, feel free to ask from the family! But this battle must be won!” 

Qin Shao cupped his fists and said, “Yes, Family Head!” 

“Alright, go back home and take a look at your parents!” Qin Nantian waved his hands and let Qin Shao 

leave. 

After Qin Shao left, Qin Nantian said to Qin Tian, “In your view, how great are Qin Shao’s chances of 

winning?” 

Qin Tian said, “If it were others, with Younger Brother Shao’s strength, there’s no suspense at all. But if 

the opponent is Ye Yuan, his chances of winning will probably be discounted.” 

Qin Nantian’s face fell, and he said, “How so?” 

Qin Tian smiled and said, “Father. There is no need to worry. With Younger Brother Shao’s strength, as 

long as he can pass through the fourth level within three years, the chances of victory are at least above 

80%! I’m worried about that Ye Yuan, mainly because he’s somewhat unpredictable!” 

Qin Nantian frowned and said, “You’re talking about the incident that happened in the Sword Tomb’s 

first level?” 

Qin Tian said, “Yes! My view is the same as Younger Brother Shao’s. Ye Yuan should be comprehending 

some kind of powerful martial technique. For him to dare leap realms to challenge, it must be this as the 

reliance! It’s just that he probably never thought that Younger Brother Shao’s talent is also exceedingly 

outstanding. Three years’ time is sufficient to let him improve greatly. Presumably, Younger Brother 



Shao’s dread towards Ye Yuan is even deeper than mine. So these three years’ time, it shall be Younger 

Brother Shao’s three years of transformation!” 

Only after hearing Qin Tian’s analysis did Qin Nantian’s expression ease up slightly. 

Qin Shao’s personality, they were very clear with it. He was very eager to outdo others! 

Under the stimulation of Ye Yuan’s three years agreement, Qin Shao might burst forth with potential 

that would make everyone give a sidelong glance. 

Even if Qin Shao’s talent was inferior to Ye Yuan’s, a mere three year’s time, he absolutely would not be 

pulled apart too much! 

After all, Qin Shao was two minor realms higher than Ye Yuan. 

This disparity was absolutely not what three year’s time could make up for! 

... 

In Wu Meng Academy, Ye Yuan and Qin Shao’s three years agreement already spread out like the wind. 

When Xie Jingyi heard this news, he went to find Ye Yuan straight away. 

“Ye Yuan, did you make a mistake? You clearly know that Qin Shao is this season’s top dog, you still dare 

to agree to his life and death battle?” Xie Jingyi said in exasperation upon seeing Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I dared to agree naturally because I have some assurance.” 

“Some? Are you soft in the head?” Xie Jingyi said angrily. 

“Huhu, just as Qin Shao said, if I want to rise up, I must get past him, this hurdle! Furthermore, I’ve 

already not experienced such a battle for very long! His challenge makes me seethe with fighting 

intent!” Ye Yuan said excitedly. 

Ever since coming to the Heavenspan World, Ye Yuan had always shown people an image of a weakling. 

On his side, he always needed other people’s protection. 

These several dozen years’ time, Ye Yuan virtually had not fought before in the real sense. 

Now, he comprehended an extremely profound cultivation method and was also currently 

comprehending an extremely powerful martial technique. 

Qin Shao’s arranged battle ignited Ye Yuan’s desire to fight! 

“But you can’t treat your own life as a joke too! If you want to fight, why must you find Qin Shao? He is 

about to pass the second level right away in the Sword Tomb! Three years later, his strength will reach 

no idea what realm!” Xie Jingyi said in anger and disappointment. 

Ye Yuan looked at Xie Jingyi and said with a smile, “You fatty, still have the mind to worry about me? If I 

didn’t guess wrongly, your family probably already took some action, right?” 

Xie Jingyi’s expression involuntarily choked up, and he said embarrassedly, “How ... How did you know? 

The ... The family already cut off all of my resources! These bunch of fellows, really outrageous!” 



“Still need to guess this? You poked such a large hole, so it’s already pretty good that they didn’t expel 

you from the family! However ... you have to be careful of that third uncle of yours!” Ye Yuan said. 

Xie Jingyi choked up and said, “Third Uncle? He ... He shouldn’t have ill-intentions, right? On that day, 

the reason he did so should also just be because he wanted to save me.” 

Ye Yuan said, “It’s always right to be more careful! There are 5 million low-grade divine essence stones 

in here, you take it and use first. Come find me again when it’s not enough.” 

Little Fatty chuckled and said, “Then Lord Fatty, I, won’t be courteous. I know that you’re back by the 

Myriad Treasure Tower and are a rich man! Today, I’ll live off you, this magnate.” 

Seeing Little Fatty’s greedy appearance, Ye Yuan’s expression could not help choking up. 

This punk was also too discourteous. 

... 

From then on, there were two more lunatics in the Sword Tomb. 

One self-abused crazily, one trained in the sword crazily! 

The second time entering the Sword Tomb after the three years agreement, Qin Shao made it past the 

second level and entered the third level! 

And Ye Yuan’s cultivation also entered a crazy mode. 

Each time he entered the Sword Tomb, he would be covered all over in cuts and bruises before he was 

willing to come out. 

In contrast, Qin Shao’s Sword Dao laws were also soaring rapidly. 

Ye Yuan was still the same as before, making himself a mass of bruises and wounds each time before 

exiting the Sword Tomb. 

Then recuperating for a few days and entering again, rinse and repeat like this. 

The sword art failed to be completed for a long time, but Ye Yuan was not in a hurry. 

He was waiting! 

Waiting for the day where water flowed when a channel was formed! 

Being tortured for so long, an elementary form already gradually formed in Ye Yuan’s mind. 

One day, during the second year, Ye Yuan sat down in the second level again and slowly pulled out a 

sword. 

“Sure enough, it’s here again!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1387: 1387 He Flew Over! 

Seeing Ye Yuan pull the sword on the light screen, Zhao Qin revealed a look that said it was as expected. 
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While those students on the Sword Tomb’s second level were all struck senseless at this time. 

“What’s going on? Why did those Sword Dao laws all cease activities?” 

“Is there a mistake? Could it be that the Sword Tomb’s second level broke?” 

“Come on, when I was cultivating to the critical point, it was suddenly gone. Don’t play like this!” 

... 

Those violent Sword Dao laws in the Sword Tomb’s second level became incomparably docile at this 

time. 

The students currently cultivating lost their opponents all of a sudden. This put them at a loss. 

Zhao Qin’s expression turned fearful, hastily rushing into the Sword Tomb’s second level like an arrow. 

“The second level’s students listen up! Hurry up and evacuate! Otherwise, bear the consequences 

yourself!” Zhao Qin shouted at the top of his voice. 

The last time, Teacher Fan went into and witnessed the might of ten thousand swords launching in 

unison. 

This second level’s power would only be more terrifying. 

Once these students set off these swords, the consequences would be too ghastly to imagine. 

Those second level’s students were mostly outer-court disciples. 

Hearing Zhao Qin’s yell, they did not dare to dawdle, hurriedly withdrawing out. 

“What’s wrong, Senior Apprentice Brother Zhao? What in the world happened?” 

After the group of students withdrew out, they immediately surrounded Zhao Qin. 

Zhao Qin’s face fell, and he said in a cold voice, “Don’t ask so much! Today, this second level is closed! 

Everyone is forbidden from entering inside, I’ll go and invite Teacher Fan right away!” 

Teacher Fan rushed over once more after getting the news. Zhao Qin asked, “Teacher Fan, how ... to 

handle this?” 

Teacher Fan was already not as shocked as the first time. He could ascertain that Ye Yuan 

comprehended something in the Sword Tomb. 

Teacher Fan thought about it and said, “Forget it, let him be! Seal off the second level for the time being. 

Others are not to enter. After Ye Yuan comes out, then let people go in.” 

“Yes, Teacher Fan!” 

No one would have expected that this closure was a year plus! 

“Qin Shao broke through! He passed the fourth level” 

“My God, this Qin Shao’s cultivation speed is also too terrifying. This rate of progress doesn’t pale in 

comparison to the Qin Tian back then in the least!” 



“Qin Shao’s talent is still quite a bit worse than Qin Tian’s. But his three years of hard work goes even 

further beyond than Qin Tian.” 

... 

Right on the eve of the three years agreement, Qin Shao, who had always been risking his life and 

cultivating, finally cleared the Sword Tomb’s fourth level! 

The fourth level was a dividing chasm, because the fifth level’s Sword Dao laws were all Sword Dao 

second-layered heaven, which was also the power of laws corresponding to Heaven Glimpse Realm. 

Qin Shao making it past the fourth level indicated that his Sword Dao laws already completely surpassed 

Sword Dao first-layered heaven! 

With his grand completion Grotto Profound Realm plus the power of laws of grand completion Sword 

Dao first-layered heaven, saying that he swept across those in the same rank was not in the least an 

exaggeration. 

So when Qin Shao walked out of the Sword Tomb, a stir aroused once more. 

“Qin Shao he ... is already half-step Heaven Glimpse! This ... What’s there to compete still?” 

“Yeah, this life and death battle, Ye Yuan will die without a doubt!” 

“Qin Shao is well-deserving of being this season’s top dog. Just five years’ time and he already touched 

the threshold of Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm!” 

The disparity between each major realm of Divine Dao was too great. For martial artists to want to cross 

in one step, it was as hard as ascending to heaven. 

Once grand completion realm martial artists produced a trace of enlightenment, it would make the 

realm loosen up once more, the divine sea expand again, reaching half-step Heaven Glimpse Realm from 

there. 

Of course, there were also people who borrowed this trace of enlightenment to ascend to the heavens 

in one step, directly breaking through a major realm. 

But these people were rare. 

In these three years, Qin Shao bitterly cultivated Sword Dao and finally produced a trace of 

understanding, striding out this crucial step. 

... 

The three years agreement was arriving in a flash. On this day, Wu Meng Academy’s martial arena was 

booming with popularity. 

On the corridors of the grandstand, it was packed full of people, virtually tightly packed until not even 

water could seep through. 

These two people were the most eye-catching two people among the new season’s students. 



One was a peerless genius personally conferred the Golden Sword Token by City Lord, His Excellency, 

becoming an in-name disciple. 

While the other was the man of the hour who slew the Qin Family’s lineal descent daughter and could 

still be safe and sound. 

Qin Shao’s might, everyone was clear. 

But up till now, no one had seen Ye Yuan make a move before yet. 

How his strength was, nobody knew. 

“Who do you guys think will live or die in this fight?” 

“Is there still a need to say? Qin Shao’s strength is top-notch among peers to begin with. These three 

years, his strength improved greatly again. This battle, Ye Yuan is dead for sure.” 

“But Ye Yuan isn’t a fool either. Since he agreed, could it be that he has confidence?” 

“Heh, what confidence can there be? I feel that he’s too confident, thinking that he can defy the 

heavens. I heard that he still hasn’t broken through to late-stage Grotto Profound yet. But Qin Shao is 

already half-step Heaven Glimpse. Could it be that there’s still any suspense to this fight?” 

... 

Many people were all guessing the outcome of this life and death battle. But the vast majority of the 

people were pessimistic about Ye Yuan. 

Quite a number of people all went to the Sword Tomb’s second level to take a look before, Ye Yuan’s 

realm still stopped at middle-stage Grotto Profound. 

Even if Ye Yuan’s trump card was any more heaven-defying, it was also impossible for a middle-stage 

Grotto Profound to defeat the half-step Heaven Glimpse Qin Shao! 

Let alone that Qin Shao’s Sword Dao laws were already grand completion first-layered heaven! 

At this time, several figures slowly walked out on the grandstand. One look and everyone knew they 

were extremely powerful people. 

“It’s the Qin Family’s Family Head, Qin Nantian! Didn’t expect that he actually came in person!” 

“Heh, Ye Yuan killed his daughter, he’s here to personally watch Ye Yuan be killed!” 

But to Qin Nantian’s side was the Chi Fang whom he had exchanged blows before. 

Several Origin Deity Realm teachers in the academy all appeared on the grandstand. 

“Chi Fang, you’re also here to watch how Ye Yuan dies?” When Qin Nantian saw Chi Fang, he could not 

resist poking fun. 

Chi Fang laughed when he heard that and said, “Qin Shao is really confident! How do you know that the 

one who dies isn’t Qin Shao?” 



Qin Nantian laughed loudly and said, “Within Grotto Profound Realm, is there still someone capable of 

winning Qin Shao? If I believe this, do you, Chi Fang, believe it?” 

Chi Fang gave a cold snort and stopped talking. 

He very much wanted to say he did not believe it, but he really could not say it. 

Chi Fang was really unable to understand why Ye Yuan would agree to such an unfair life and death 

battle. 

Could it be that this brat was really tired of living? 

He already confirmed that Ye Yuan did not break through to late-stage Grotto Profound. 

This battle had no suspense at all! 

Qin Nantian smiled coldly and said, “The hour is almost arriving. That punk keeps failing to show up. I’m 

afraid ... he fled in the face of danger, right? Elder Tong, you’re this match’s judge, you’ll have to judge 

him as losing! Your Law Enforcement Hall shouldn’t be biased, right?” 

Elder Tong’s name was Tong Shou. He was one of the key people at the Law Enforcement Hall. 

This life and death battle today was managed by him. 

According to the rules, once the hour had arrived and one party of the life and death battle did not 

arrive, it was regarded as automatically admitting defeat. 

Their Law Enforcement Hall must carry out the death penalty on the losing party! 

Tong Shou looked at the time and said, “There are still 7 and a half minutes. If Ye Yuan still doesn’t 

come, it will be regarded as automatically admitting defeat!” 

Right at this time, a wave of commotion occurred in the crowd. 

“Look, what’s that? My God, Ye Yuan he ... he actually flew over! My ... My eyes are failing, right?” 
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1388 Sundering Stars! 

The crowd was seething! 

A small black dot in the horizon was rapidly closing in on this side. Who was it if not Ye Yuan? 

“My God! Could it be that he broke through to Divine Lord Realm? How is he actually able to fly in the 

sky?” 

“Are you f*cking stupid? A middle-stage Grotto Profound breaking through to the Divine Lord Realm in 

three years?” 

“If it’s Divine Lord Realm, the pressure is a little too small as well!” 

“You guys, look under his feet! S-Sword flight?” 
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When the small black dot approached, the people finally clearly saw Ye Yuan in full view. 

Under his feet ... He was stepping on a sword! 

Ye Yuan was maneuvering a sword and flying! 

Ye Yuan was approaching extremely rapidly. But the closer he got, the more powerful his aura. 

“This guy is breaking through!” 

“Sword maneuvering flight while breaking through, this ...” 

The people were utterly flustered. Ye Yuan’s way of coming onto the stage was truly a bit too 

astonishing. 

In the crowd, Little Fatty muttered to himself, saying with displeasure, “This guy is also too capable at 

posturing! This way of coming onto the stage is really freaking sensational!” 

He looked at the besotted appearances of those female students nearby and was envious to the 

extreme. 

Ye Yuan’s entrance to the playing field was simply too cool. 

As he flew, he frenziedly devoured heaven and earth spiritual energy, throwing the surrounding heaven 

and earth spiritual energy in the entire martial arena into an upheaval. 

Whoosh! 

Ye Yuan turned into a stream of flowing light and finally stopped opposite Qin Shao. 

While at this time, Ye Yuan’s realm firmly stopped at late-stage Grotto Profound. 

“Apologies, I made you wait a long time,” Ye Yuan put away the Evil Extermination Sword and said to 

Qin Shao. 

Qin Shao’s face fell, his gaze when looking at Ye Yuan was full of dread. 

There were more than tens of millions of people who cultivated the sword under the heavens. But those 

able to achieve sword maneuvering flight, there might not be one in a million. 

Those able to do this, not one did not have an exceedingly profound understanding of Sword Dao. 

Clearly, Ye Yuan’s Sword Dao attainments were already unfathomable! 

“I didn’t wait that long either, so let’s get started!” 

Dread was dread, but Ye Yuan’s appearance stimulated Qin Shao’s powerful fighting intent even more. 

“Hang on!” Qin Nantian shouted. 

Tong Shou’s brows furrowed, and he said, “Family Head Nantian, what’s wrong?” 

Qin Nantian said, “Ye Yuan learned sword maneuvering flight, this battle isn’t fair!” 



“Heh, Family Head Qin, your words, this Chi doesn’t understand. Sword maneuvering flight was 

comprehended by Ye Yuan. It’s not cheating either, how is this fight not fair?” Chi Fang opened his 

mouth and said at an inappropriate timing. 

Indeed, to the Heavenspan World’s martial artists under Divine Lord Realm, although their combat 

power was strong, not being able to fly, this weakness, greatly limited their combat power. 

Once martial artists were able to fly in the sky and burrow into the ground, there was a tremendous 

advantage to boundaries of fighting and evading the other party’s moves. 

Now, Ye Yuan was able to fly with his sword, he was virtually in an undefeatable position. 

No matter how fast Qin Shao’s casting speed was, it was also not faster than Ye Yuan’s sword 

maneuvering flight. 

Qin Nantian also did not expect that Ye Yuan gave him such a big surprise at the eleventh hour. This 

made his previous confidence immediately collapse. 

Qin Nantian gave a cold snort and said, “Ye Yuan’s strength is no good, if he makes use of sword 

maneuvering flight to keep moving about non-stop, what then? That way, wouldn’t this life and death 

battle have to go on without ceasing? Elder Tong, I request to ban Ye Yuan from using sword 

maneuvering flight!” 

Chi Fang immediately said, “Life and death battles don’t limit any methods in the first place. As long as 

it’s one’s true strength, nobody can talk behind their backs! Ye Yuan spent three years’ time to 

comprehend sword maneuvering flight, but you said that the fight isn’t fair. Where’s the logic? 

Moreover, Ye Yuan is far inferior to Qin Shao in cultivation realm to begin with! Why don’t you have Ye 

Yuan stick his head out and directly let Qin Shao chop.” 

The two people each stuck to their own argument, neither giving in to the other. 

Elder Tong’s side also fell into a dilemma for a while. 

He thought about it and said, “Sword maneuvering flight has indeed never appeared before in life and 

death battles. Logically speaking, sword maneuvering flight is indeed Ye Yuan’s own strength, there’s no 

logic of placing restrictions. But Family Head Qin’s concerns are also not without reason. How about this, 

I’ll report this matter to the head elder and invite him to decide.” 

“No need! I’ll only unleash one sword! If he can block it, I’ll admit defeat and take my own life!” 

Right at this time, Ye Yuan’s voice sounded out. 

Ye Yuan’s words immediately evoked a huge response. 

Qin Nantian’s expression turned intent, and he immediately revealed a look of great joy. 

While Chi Fang’s expression similarly turned intent, but his brows knitted tightly together. 

“No way, right? Ye Yuan is also too arrogant, right? Even if he can fly on a sword, his realm is much 

worse than Qin Shao’s after all.” 



“Regardless of whether it is realm or laws comprehension, Qin Shao reached the limits of Grotto 

Profound Realm. For Ye Yuan to want to win him, wouldn’t he need to have Heaven Glimpse Realm 

strength?” 

“What kind of joke is this! Even if he comprehended sword maneuvering flight, it’s also impossible to 

reach Heaven Glimpse Realm strength, right?” 

... 

In everyone’s view, Ye Yuan saying so was simply conceited to the extreme. 

Qin Shao’s strength, everyone was all aware. It could be said to be the strongest under Heaven Glimpse 

already. 

Ye Yuan’s big talk was also boasted too ridiculously. 

But Ye Yuan really did not have the intention of posturing. He only comprehended one move! 

He was very confident in his move. If even this move could not deal with Qin Shao, he could only resign 

himself to fate. 

“Since that’s the case, let’s start then!” After the surprise, Elder Tong opened his mouth and said. 

“Only unleashes one sword? It looks like you’re really very confident in this sword of yours! Since that’s 

the case, then I won’t be courteous!” 

His voice had yet to fade when Qin Shao’s powerful aura erupted with a loud bang. The realm 

oppression of half-step Heaven Glimpse blotted out the skies and covered the earth and crushed over 

towards Ye Yuan. 

Clank! 

The long sword came out of the sheath, cold light radiating everything! 

“It’s Grand Chant Sword Void! Qin Shao he has actually been cultivating Grand Chant Sword Void all 

along! What a powerful power of laws!” 

“Ye Yuan played it big this time! He probably never dreamed that Qin Shao had actually long cultivated 

one of the six supreme academy skills, Grand Chant Sword Void!” 

“Heh, conceited people naturally have heaven to take in! A mere late-stage Grotto Profound actually 

dare tell Qin Shao that he was only unleashing one sword! I want to take a look at how he blocks this 

sword!” 

... 

The moment Qin Shao made his move, everyone immediately understood. 

The Grand Chant Sword Void was the same as the Taiyi True Dipper Fist, one of Wu Meng Academy’s six 

supreme academy skills, its power immense! 

Judging from his attack, this Grand Chant Sword Void was clearly already cultivated to the realm of 

grand completion first-level! 



For a moment, the entire martial arena crisscrossed with sword energy. Powerful Sword Dao laws 

crushed over towards Ye Yuan. 

“Fine sword! It wasn’t in vain for me to arrange a battle with you! Qin Shao, you didn’t disappoint me! 

Now, I’ll let you see the Chaos Heaven Opening Sword Art that I created in the Sword Tomb!” 

Seeing Qin Shao’s powerful strength, Ye Yuan’s fighting intent was instantly ignited. 

Ye Yuan comprehended for five years in the Sword Tomb. In these five years, he had no idea how many 

gouges sliced on his body, suffered how severe the injuries, and endured how much agony. 

Now, he finally created a Sword Dao martial technique that belonged to him! 

Ye Yuan named it the Chaos Heaven Opening Sword Art! 

With Evil Extermination emerging, Ye Yuan pointed at the sky with his sword. A swift and fierce swift and 

fierce surged towards the sky! 

Ye Yuan’s mouth lightly spat out two words, “Sundering ... Stars!” 
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“What a powerful sword art!” 

“T-Too strong! Ye Yuan’s aura is actually no worse than Qin Shao’s!” 

“But, Ye Yuan just broke through to late-stage Grotto Profound, how can he possibly display such a 

powerful sword art?” 

… 

The moment Sundering Stars emerged, everyone’s expression changed. 

Qin Nantian suddenly stood up, his gaze when looking at Ye Yuan was full of horror. 

“The Grand Chant Sword Void is already Wu Meng Academy’s pinnacle-most martial technique. Where 

did this move of his come from?” Qin Nantian said fiercely. 

Chi Fang’s surprise was not the least bit lesser than Qin Nantian’s. 

In his view, Ye Yuan was just astonishing in alchemy talent. No matter how formidable his own strength 

was, it also would not be very strong. 

All along, Ye Yuan had always been under the Myriad Treasure Tower’s protection. No one had seen 

before Ye Yuan actually took action. 

No one would have thought that the moment he made his move, it was earth-shattering! 

“I seemed to have heard Ye Yuan say just now, this move was his own creation! This … This move, 

Sundering Stars, is much stronger than the Grand Chant Sword Void!” exclaimed a teacher from the 

academy. 
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“Truly terrifying Martial Dao talent, to actually be able to comprehend such a terrifying martial 

technique! His talent is likely even greater than Qin Tian’s!” another person said. 

Qin Tian was also stunned by this sword of Ye Yuan’s. He finally understood at this moment what Ye 

Yuan was doing in the Sword Tomb back then. 

This guy’s comprehension ability was simply too heaven-defying! 

The moment Sundering Stars was unleashed, Qin Shao felt tremendous pressure too. 

He gritted his teeth and urged divine essence frenziedly. 

This sword did not allow him to hold back in the slightest! 

“Grand Chant Sword Void! Kill!” 

An enormous long sword phantom condensed and stabbed straight for Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned intent, the Evil Extermination Sword chopped down following the momentum. 

A power that forcefully cleaved Mount Hua[1]! 

This chop was daunting to the extreme! 

The powerful Sword Dao laws condensed and did not dissipate, virtually dividing the entire space into 

two! 

Seeing this scene, everyone’s faces changed. 

Boom! 

Two powerful to the extreme power of laws collided together, shaking the protective grand array until it 

rocked. 

The students on the grandstand could hardly stay on their feet. 

No one could have thought that the exchange of two Grotto Profound Realm students would actually 

produce such terrifying might. 

Suddenly, Qin Shao’s expression changed, a mouthful of fresh blood suddenly spewed out wildly! 

That long sword phantom did not last long under the swiftness and ferociousness of Sundering Stars 

before dividing into two, then thoroughly dissipating. 

Sundering Stars’ residual power still remained, cleaving toward Qin Shao. 

“Qin Shao is finished!” 

“This move of Ye Yuan’s is too powerful!” 

“Sundering Stars! This move is domineering!” 

… 



The crowd on the grandstand exclaimed in shock, seemingly already seeing the wretched scene of Qin 

Shao being split into two. 

But right at this time, Qin Shao’s figure suddenly became indistinct. 

Boom! 

Sundering Stars’ remaining power directly chopped on the protective grand array, shocking under 

everyone on the grandstand swayed once again. 

“It’s the God Bewildering Step! My God, Qin Shao even learned the God Bewildering Step!” Someone 

cried out in shock. 

God Bewildering Step was similarly one of the six supreme academy skills, an extremely profound 

movement technique. 

Everyone did not expect that Qin Shao actually learned two supreme academy skills. 

In the instant of imminent danger just now, Qin Shao forcefully deployed the God Bewildering Step, 

narrowly avoiding the power of this chop! 

However, Qin Shao’s condition was very bad. 

His body was currently teetering on his feet, almost unable to stand anymore. 

Although he avoided vital areas, the power of laws spurred by Sundering Stars still severely wounded 

him. 

Qin Shao already did not have strength to fight again! 

Crack! Crack! Crack! 

On the grand stand, Qin Nantian’s expression suddenly changed, his knuckles cracking. 

This sword of Ye Yuan’s could be said to have broken Wu Meng Academy’s two supreme academy skills. 

Although it did not kill Qin Shao, there would not be any changes to the conclusion too. 

Ye Yuan’s expenditure was immense, but he still had the strength to fight again, while Qin Shao was no 

different from waiting for death. 

This life and death battle, the result was already without the least bit of suspense! 

Qin Nantian pinned high hopes on Qin Shao to finish off Ye Yuan in this fight. But did not expect that Ye 

Yuan’s skill astounded all, overpowering Qin Shao with Sundering Stars. 

Three years of waiting turned into naught! 

How could this not enrage him? 

“Humph! Trash!” 

Qin Nantian could not stay anymore. He gave a cold snort and flicked his sleeves and left. 

He felt that the Qin Family’s face had been utterly thrown away by Qin Shao! 



The Qin Family was like the noonday sun, but ever since running into Ye Yuan, it seemed like they 

bumped into walls everywhere. This made him very aggrieved. 

“What a shame, Qin Shao is so talented, but he actually has to fall here!” 

“He’s really a rare genius. If he really carries on cultivating, his accomplishments might not be worse 

than Qin Tian’s! It’s too bad that … he ran into Ye Yuan!” 

“Ye Yuan is really too heaven-defying! He actually self-created a martial technique, overpowering two 

supreme academy skills! In Wu Meng Academy’s so many years of history, probably no one has ever 

been able to accomplish it, right?” 

“Ye Yuan’s Sword Dao first-layered heaven laws don’t seem to be at grand completion yet, but he can 

defeat Qin Shao with Sundering Stars this move. It can be seen that his understanding of Sword Dao is 

profound to what kind of extent!” 

… 

Geniuses were respectable, especially Qin Shao, this kind of genius among geniuses. 

His defeat made the other students feel great pity. 

However, geniuses were sorrowful too. They must kill each other in order to attain Dao. 

Alas, Qin Shao ran into Ye Yuan. Otherwise, he could have radiated splendor! 

“Do … Do it. I already … don’t have strength to fight again! I … I lose!” 

Qin Shao used the last of his strength to stab the long sword onto the ground, forcefully bracing himself 

and not falling down. 

He could lose, but he did not wish to lose in an undignified manner! 

At least, these three years, he already did his best. 

His feeling back then was right. Ye Yuan was indeed his future formidable foe. 

It was just that Qin Shao never expected that this day arrived so quickly! 

From the entrance examination until the life and death battle now, a mere five years had passed. 

Five years were just a snap of a finger, but Ye Yuan already caught up from behind, utterly surpassing 

him. 

The scene of Qin Nantian flicking his sleeves and leaving, Qin Shao took it into his sights. His heart was 

already akin to dead ash. 

No matter how hard he worked, he could not obtain any of the Qin Family’s high regards. 

Ye Yuan put away the Evil Extermination Sword and said nonchalantly, “I won’t kill you. You’re an 

opponent worthy of respect! Furthermore, you’re different from the other Qin Family members!” 

“What did he say? I … I wouldn’t have heard wrongly, right?” 



“Ye Yuan and the Qin Family is long already irreconcilable, how could he let Qin Shao off?” 

“Yeah, Qin Shao didn’t hold back in the slightest just now and already aimed to kill Ye Yuan. I didn’t 

expect that Ye Yuan actually wants to let him off!” 

… 

Ye Yuan’s words made everyone stunned. 

This decision of his exceeded everyone’s expectations. 

The rules of life and death battle were all the way until one party died. 

But if the victor was willing to spare the other party, the other party could naturally survive. 

Except, normally, both parties who arranged a life and death battle were bound to have deep-seated 

hatred, wishing to kill the other party and then be gratified. 

Situations like Ye Yuan and Qin Shao were exceedingly rare. 

“H-Hahaha, are you pitying me? I, Qin Shao, don’t need people to pity!” 

Qin Shao looked up at the sky and howled, suddenly raising his sword and stabbing down towards his 

own sea of consciousness. 

[1] Mount Hua is essentially Mount Tai of wuxia novels. 
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Clank! 

Ye Yuan pointed a sword finger out, directly tapping Qin Shao’s long sword flying. 

“Ye Yuan, what’s the meaning of this? If I want to die, could it be that you can stop it?” Qin Shao roared 

at Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Can’t even suffer this bit of setback? The Heavenspan World is so large. Young 

geniuses stronger than me and you are more than schools of carps crossing a stream! If everyone is like 

you, a thousand lives is also insufficient to die. The martial path is arduous, not reaching the end, who 

knows what would happen? Speaking lightly of life and death, that’s the action of cowards. I know what 

you will face in the future. How much vilification you can stand up to is how many commendations you 

can bear. This Ye will say until here, life and death is your own business. Want to live, want to die, you 

decide yourself.” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan turned around and left. 

Qin Shao’s entire body trembled. Clearly, he was currently struggling violently inside. 

He slowly walked in front of his long sword, gripped the sword handle, but delayed in taking any action. 

No idea how long had passed either, the martial arena was long stark empty already. He finally picked 

up the long sword and left desolately. 
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A figure blocked his path. 

“You’re cowardly! Someone who failed has no reason to live on this earth.” Qin Tian’s cold voice came 

over. 

Qin Shao did not look at him. He just said calmly, “To live on requires even more courage! I ... I want to 

become strong!” 

“Weaklings are forever weaklings! The path of a powerhouse is always to never stop advancing, while 

you, you have run ashore!” Qin Tian said. 

Qin Shao slowly raised his head, met Qin Tian’s eyes, and said calmly, “There will come a day where I’ll 

surpass you!” 

Qin Tian smiled faintly and said, “This day will never arrive. You ... conduct yourself well!” 

Seeing Qin Tian off with his eyes, Qin Shao’s gaze was a never-before firm. 

Since young, it was his first time daring to look Qin Tian in the eyes like this. 

Qin Shao had never been so eager to defeat Qin Tian before! 

He fought for the Qin Family, but what he got was a ‘trash.’ 

He wanted to let the Qin Family’s people see that their choice was wrong! 

... 

At the Qin Family’s residence, Qin Nantian was currently in a thundering rage. 

“That trash actually didn’t commit suicide! In my view, he colluded with that Ye Yuan!’ Qin Nantian 

roared furiously. 

When Wang Song heard that, he hurriedly said, “Uncle Qin, there isn’t without this possibility! 

Otherwise, why would they make this three years agreement? Likely, they have long planned it out 

already and want to embarrass the Qin Family! Qin Shao feels that his talent doesn’t lose to Brother Qin 

Tian’s, and feels that the family’s resource allocation isn’t fair. Hence, he harbored hatred in his heart, 

it’s not impossible too!” 

In the eyes of despicable people, other people’s mindsets were naturally filthy too. 

Wang Song caught this opportunity and directly dropped a stone down the well. 

But his words were really convincing, especially the latter half. 

Qin Nantian’s expression changed, and he was even more livid with rage. 

He said icily, “Starting from today, immediately cease all resource supply to Qin Shao, and banish his 

parents to Wu Xiang City! Living off us while secretly helping others, the Qin Family expended so many 

resources to nurture him in vain!” 

Qin Tian’s gaze flickered by the side but did not say anything. 



Wang Song continued talking, “Uncle Qin, this Ye Yuan is really a troublesome character. If we allow him 

to grow unchecked, there will probably be no one capable of restraining him in the future!” 

Qin Nantian nodded his head, deeply feeling that way too. 

Regardless of whether or not Qin Shao lived off them while secretly helping others, that Sundering Stars 

move of Ye Yuan’s really astounded everyone. 

Among them included him, Qin Nantian! 

Before today, Wu Meng Capital City’s number genius was his son, Qin Tian. 

But after today, this title of number one genius will likely have to change owners! 

Qin Nantian gnashed his teeth in hatred and said, “This Ye Yuan must die!” 

Wang Song thought about it and said, “Want to kill Ye Yuan, the Hundred Cities Smelting Trial is the best 

chance! Otherwise, we can only wait for him to ascend to the inner-court, and take action when he goes 

out to carry out missions. It’s just that at that time, Ye Yuan’s strength would have risen to no idea what 

kind of extent again.” 

Watching finish this battle, Qin Nantian only felt annoyed, but Wang Song was scared silly. 

Wang Song and the Qin Family walked close together, Qin Shao’s strength, he was very clear. 

Ye Yuan only used five years’ time and surpassed Qin Shao in all aspects. 

Once he broke through to Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm, dealing with him, Wang Song, was simply 

capturing with ease. 

Qin Nantian’s eyes lit up, and he said, “I forgot about it if you didn’t mention it! There are still a few 

years, and it’s time for the Hundred Cities Smelting Trial again. Want to kill this punk, this is the best 

timing! However, Ye Yuan’s matters will need to be eased up. You all tell the Qin Family disciples in the 

academy not to go find trouble with Ye Yuan these few years. These two years, the Qin Family and Ye 

Yuan has become the talk of the town. Want to take any action, we’ll definitely be targeted. I’ll arrange 

this matter. You all go!” 

... 

These few years, Ye Yuan could be said to have shot to fame. 

Defeating Qin Shao this time, Ye Yuan’s fame was unparalleled for some time, becoming the man of the 

hour at the height of his power in Wu Meng Academy. 

The top dog being pulled down, this sort of thing, it was not that it did not happen before in the past. 

But as fast as this season, it was still the first time in history. 

“I really didn’t expect that not only is this Ye Yuan’s background solid, his own strength is actually so 

powerful too!” 

“That Sundering Stars move is simply incredible! At that time, separated by the grand array, I could even 

feel that might of that move!” 



“One sword forcefully defeated two supreme academy skills. I say, will this move of his be recruited by 

the academy as the seventh supreme academy skill?” 

“Very likely! Once it becomes the seventh supreme academy skill, Ye Yuan will likely be the youngest 

hall of fame member in Wu Meng Capital City’s history!” 

... 

At this time, in front of Ye Yuan was a very sagacious elderly man. 

This old man was not an ordinary person. He was Wu Meng City Lord’s right-hand man, Wu Meng 

Academy’s actual helmsman, Wen Yiyang! 

Wu Meng City Lord was just the academy’s nominal head. Normally, he did not run things. 

While this Wen Yiyang was the figure responsible for the academy’s operations. 

“Ye Yuan, actually, when you were in the entrance examination, I already noticed you! You have great 

potential!” Wen Yiyang said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Many thanks for the academy head’s praise!” 

Wen Yiyang was slightly stunned. He was somewhat surprised by Ye Yuan’s indifference to favor and 

disgrace. 

If ordinary students obtained such praise from him, they would definitely be excited until they did not 

know what to say. 

But Ye Yuan did not appear the least bit excited. 

Wen Yiyang discovered that for Ye Yuan to be able to create Sundering Stars, this kind of martial 

technique, it was indeed not a fluke! 

“Huhu, that Sundering Stars move was what you comprehended from the Sword Tomb?” Wen Yiyang 

did not beat around the bush either, asking straight away. 

“That’s right. Disciple bitterly comprehended at the Sword Tomb’s first level and second level for five 

years, finally created this martial technique, naming it Chaos Heaven Opening Sword Art! This Sundering 

Stars is the first move. However, it’s not yet complete.” 

Wen Yiyang’s gaze turned intent and he said in surprise, “Not yet complete?” 

One sword defeating two supreme academy skills, and it was actually still an incomplete version. 

When this move was completed, how great would the power be? 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “The Sword Tomb is indeed a superb place to comprehend the 

sword, extensive and profound. This Ye Yuan bitterly comprehended for five years and only reached the 

second level too. There’s still a considerable distance to grand completion Sword Dao first-layered 

heaven.” 


